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List of the SAILING CHARTS that will be furnished free of charge to the Captains of 

merchant vessels who will keep this Journal for the Hydrographic Office. 

Sorth Atlantic Occnn-No. 21, Western part _ - - _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _  size 30 by 45 iiiclw. 
So. 21 ( I ,  TT'estern part _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ - _ _  _size 30 by 45 
So.  22, Eastern part _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ s i z e  30 by 45 
So. 22 0, Eastern part- _ _ _ _  _ _  _ _  __--size 30 hy 45 

'( 
L 

'L 

Soiith .$tlanti(> Orenn--So. 22, \Yestern part - _ _  - _  _ _  -_--size 25 by 3G inc*hrs. 
So. 21, Eastern part _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ s i z ! r  25 by 36 '' 

Sontli 1':witir Owan--So. 23, Eastern part _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _  ~ i z e  25 hy 36 inrhes. 
Xo. 13, Midtlle part - _ _ _ -  - _ _ _ _ _  __--size 26 by 36 
No. 13,  Weqtern part _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _  ---size 20 by 36 

'' 
" 

X ~ t h  I'nrific* Otmu-No. 526, Shwt 1 _ _ _  _ _  - _ _  _-qizc 2% by 47 inches. 
No. 52 i ,  Shret 2 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - s i z e  32 by 4'7 
KO. 528, Sheet 3 _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ s i z e  22 by 47 
So .  529, Sheet 1 _ _  _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _  - -____size 32 hy 47 

" 

" 

" 

Tndian .C)Fe:4n __.__ _ _ _ _  851 u, 8-54 2, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ s i z e  23 by 16 inches. 
85.5 n, 85.5 7) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _  -_size 23 hv 16 " 

The above are the general Railing charts usal on hoard v e d s  of the United States Nary : they are kept cor&d 
to (late, and acmrding to the n m t  reliable information. I n  his application for Journals, the eaptniu of a ~ e s e l  shoultl 
state where his prolmble crnising ground will be, and such of the alwve charts a$ relate to it will he sent iiiin, prorided 
he acrw to Inrp tlic .Jonrnal in strict conformity to the requirements lierein printed. Snch hydrographic information 
:I* this Offitr tnn supply, as well as copies of the nieteorolopical chart? prepared from the log -hks ,  mill I F  given 
gratiq to wrh c:ipt:iinq as send in aociimtc JonrnnIs. 



Name of vessel, 

Rig, ...................... ............................................... /i 
J V ~ ,  iron, composite’?-// ................................................................... 

Steamer or ,sailing vesel ? ...... p-2-4y-J I ................................ 
Length, ................................................ Ream, ... ............................. 

Kame 2nd address of own *, ............................ iR .. .d..-... .. 

........................ .--- J’. . .Y + ........... .......................................... 

Commander, 

Address, 
/? 

Nationalit? of register, . - ... .I...- 

Screw or paddle, - . T 
Depth of hold,. . .  .-. Tonnage, 

Sames of the observers who Iiavc filled this Jorirnal, 

........................................................................ 

TNSTRVJEENTS~ 
MERCURIAL BAROMETER. 

By whom made? ....................................................................................... When and where compared with standard? ............ 

How high is it carried ahore sea-level ? .................................................... 

What is the diameter of the bore of tlie tube? 

What, is the diameter of the cistern? 

Standard. 

30. ...... 

29. ~- 

.............................................. 

Give the cornprisons with the stmdard. 
............................................................. 

... 

-. 

.................................. 

............................ 

...................... 

. . ~ .  . . . . . .  

.................................. 

.................................... 

Ship’fi Bar. 

..................... 
........ . 

.................... 

Measure cccrcfdiy the inchdivisions of the scale-are they EXACT inches? - 
Dm9 the mercur:. pump much when ship has motion’, .._ .. -. If not, what portion of an inch are the divisions that are marked such? .......... 

Where it carried? __________..___- _ _  ________.__________ _ _  ._. _. _.________________ - .._ _._ I ...................... ....... 

ANEROID BAROIETER. 

[See rxplenatmi of thia matter nnder the heading Barometer, in the Intmduction.] Of which-a Mercurial or an Aneroid-arc the r e d i n 9  recorcled in this Journal ? 
I+--”. m- 

i 
t -‘ 7nrr ’2*1 a* 

Shlp’a Aneroid. 

~ 

................................................................................... --- 
- _  - , + I .  - 

What are its comparisons with standard :7 

By whom made? 

How high is it carried above sea-level? _. 

When and where compared with standard? 

--. *- . 
n *,e@#- ERMOXE 

, 
............................................................................... 

a 
Where is it mrried on boarcl? ~ ___. t;M-.-Q-%-3 __._____.__._ 

I37 whom made? 

Are the dry and the wet-bulb thermometer mounted -in n lattice-work case such .zs 
that recommentled in the Introduction to this Journal? 

--. - - - . ........ _________--____-; .............. 
* .  
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OBSERVATIONS for determining the LOCAL DEVIATION of the 
~ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _  

Compass on board the 

Date: 188 . Place: . . ....- 

' True Magnetic Bearing 
by Chart or 

Astronomical Observation. I Name of I~antlniark. 

-!--- - _ _ _ - - ~  

Magnetic Variation, _._. - - _. . . . . .-. . . . ...- - - ._ 

Compass .._... 
..- . .- -. - .. . 

~ - -  

Ship's Head. Landniark Observed. 
~ _ _  .- 

degrees __.. ____.. ...._.....__. ._ minutes, at same time and place. 
_. - ~- -__ 

- 

LANDMARK OBSERVED. BEARINGS TAKEN BY 
. -  - 

NORTH. 

N. by E. 

N. N. E. 

N. E. by N. 

N. E. 

N. E. by E. 

E. N. E. 

E. hy N. 

EAST. 

E. by S. 

E. 8. E. 

8. E. by E. 

s. E. 

S. E. by S. 

S. S. E. 

S. by E. 

SOUTH. 

S. by W. 

9. 5. w. 
S. W. by S. 

9. w. 
s. w. by w. 
Ti-. s. w. 
IT-. bp s. 
WEST. 

IT-. by ri. 

w. ri. w. 
N. lv. by \v. 
N. W. 

N. W. by K. 

N. N. \Ir. 

N. by W. 
_ _  



INSTRUCTIONS. 
L 

On September 1, 1876, work was begun at  this office on a new edition of 
meteorological charts of the ocean. The work is done by oficers of the United States 
Xavy, and the material for it consists mainly of log-books of United States 
vessels-of-war. 

A set of charts of the North Atlantic is finished, and sample copies are kept at 
the Branch offices and by sale agents. 

I n  order that those who hare not easy a c e s  to such places may know some- 
thing of the nature of'the charts, a short account of them will be given here. 

A particular area of owan is first selected for which a set of charta is to be pre- 
pared. 

This expanse of Ocean is divided into squares of five degrees of latitude by five 
degrees of longitude, and the phenomena peculiar to each square are given on it. 
The title of the charts will convey some idea of the information they supply : it is, 
"Jfiteorological charts of the - Ocean for the month of - . Giving tmce 
direction and meait force qf the wind, calms, variablm, rain, fog ,  gala, moderate and 
heavy rrqualh, mean qf the barometer, temperattire of air, wet-bdb, and 8 ~ a  water at 
siwface, with their mean daily rclnym." The " explanation " here produced, which is 
printed on each sheet of the set, will further describe the charts. 

Ir 

EXPLaS A TION. 

Per cent.  

1 
1 
0 

0 
2 
0 
7 
0 
R 

29 
12 
18 
fi 

4 
(I 
4 
R 
6 

100 

This system of charts embodies the experience of a large number of navigators 
in respect to the weather at sea. Each ocean is di\7ided into five degree "squares" 
upon twelve Mercator charts, a chart for each month. In each square a diagram 
exhibits in reduced form all the acceptable and available observations made at sea 
anywhere within the quare. When a square contains both land and water, the 
diagram relates only to the water portion. T'alnes are expressed according to the uw 
to which they are put by the navigator ; if for inter-mmparison, graphically by single 
lines, but if for direet comparison with instrumental rradings, then they cre expressed 
by figures. 

Wind8 being of chief importance to the navigator, are exhibited prominently to 
attract the eye, the predominant being strongly emphasizd. By Thriable~ is meant 
light airs flying all around the compass. The circular scale of wind f o m  is arbitrary, 
each division representing a force of 1.  All others are equal ,wales repmenting 100 
per cent. in divisions of 10 per cent.; these include 76 scales on radii of the circle for 
winds, calms, and variables, and 8 on the bounding square for gales, rain, fog, and 
squalls. 

Opposite the letters 8q. in the circle is the serial number of the square for eon- 
venience of reference; opposite the letters HrR. is the total number of hours of 
observation for winds, calms, and variables-i. e., for data within the dark circle. 
The data on the side scales mar have been drawn from a smaller number of hours.- 
(See Hvd. I?2p: pUbcbliGdi0n.) 

Gala (force of 8 and over) are included in the data as shown on the radii and 
the force scale, but, as shown on the side scales, they are separated from other winds. 

The Baron:efm is for sea-level and 32" Fahr. I n  reading barometric data, for 
two dots read 29, for three dots 30; thus: : 95 meaus 29.95, and :05 m a n s  30.05. 
Tmperntzcres are expressed by Fahrenheit scale. 

It is the intention to continue this work until charts for the whole ocean surface 
are complete: a set for the South Atlantic between the Equator and 60° S. is now in 
course of preparation, and it is hoped the? will soon be ready for issue. A large mass 
of material is at present waiting compilation, but as a grenter quantity will enhance 
the value of the results, this Journal is prepared for merchant vessels with the hope 
ihat they will hearti]? coiiperate in a work that is eventually to he of great benefit to 
them as well as to all others who traverse the ocean. 

The fact that the charts which are hereafkr to aid in selecting a route from port 
to port are entirely b z d  on log-books and journals of this kind should be sufficient 
incentive to a lively interest in collecting observat,ions for them-observations that 
shall bear the stamp of accuracy and intelligence. 

For convenience of reference, the Instructions are divided into subjects-each 
heading referring by subject and number to the columns on the left-hand side of 
ench day's record. 

Colnmn (I)-'< HOURS." 
The -mrious observations are to be entered at, the end of every two hours 

throughout the twenty-four of each day. 
To let the time slip by and afterward fill up the columns from memory-to 

interpolate-is worse than no obaervrttions at all: i t  may be recording what never 
occurred. 

6 



Colnmns (2) and (3)-SHIP’S SPEED-“ KNOTS, TENTHS.” 

The following are the instructions in force in the U. S. Navy in regard to this 
matter; and it is hoped that the merchant marine will see the advantage of conform- 
ing to them : 

The “fathom” is an anomalous division, and there is no good reason for its 
retention. On the other hand, the decimal division of “tenths,” h i d e s  permitting 
of ready conversion into knotq, agrees with the traverse tal)lc, and thus facilitates 
working up the reckoning. This .Journal is prepar~l  for "knots" and “tenth” in 
every particular. Opposite every two hours should be entered the whole diskinre 
rnn during those two hours. 

I’rntiolur to marking u new lopl ine,  it i.9 to he soaked in  wafer for a few days, in 
ordw to get it in the condition it d l  bc u,hm in me. From jftem to twenty f a t h o m  
will be allowed for “stray-line,” and thm the length qf a knot shall be detminec? ( for  
the W-mcond g l a s ~ )  Gg the foilmning proportion, &z: As the number of seconcla in  an 
hour is to the number of fQd  in n .era mile, so is  the len9th qf the glass to the iqy th  of 
a knot, or, 

3600’ : 6086.fl. = 2Ss : 47.33.fl.; 
thmejore th l@h qf the knot shdl invariabhy br 4.Y feet 4 inchos .for the 98-second 
glum. Tl‘hen the &second glass is rixrd, if co71r.w rloirhk the numhrr of knot,? mrn 
out in  order to get the @peed. 

Herecfhr, the velociQi of the ship is to be e,stimatecl in knots m d  tenths qf ;z knot; 
and the Trorcl (‘~fnthom~” in all log-hoob Ir.ill he n t i - ich  out nnrl (‘ tniths ” iiiaded in 
ita p / m .  

The limit qf ((strayline” irill be marked hji ( I  pirw of 1 . ~ ~ 1  buiiting ahout .vi% i i i c h ~ s  
tony, rrnd each length qf 4.7 *feel 4 inches q ftm- thnt by ( I  picce $.f;.h-lin(. witli “np, tino, 
i t i rw-  dc.. knots in it. nccordino to ita number fimn the “straii-line.” 

Column (8)--<‘ WINDS.” 

Only very light airs flying all round the compms are to be designated as “vari- 
able;” when the wind has any appreciable force, and can possibly be averaged for 
the two l1011rs, then its riienn niagnetic direction to the nearest whole point for the 
two houis is to be recorded. Any indefinite phrase, such tis S’d aid W’d, or any 
fraction of a point, such as +, 3, or :, should never be used for recording the wind’s 
direction. The force is always to be indicated by one whole number, such m 1, 5, 
10, and by the number so entered in the column is to be understood the mean force 
for the two hours, no matter to what degree or how frequently the force may have 
varied during the two hours. In order to assist in judging with some degree of pre- 
cision and uniformity the wind’s force, the following wind scale: which is that in 
use throughout the U. R. Navy, is here produced: 

Force of \ 
~ f $ & ~  I Nautical Designation. 
Scale. , 

WIND SCALE. 
__ ____ ____. -__  - ____ ._____ - 

Sail that a full-rigged ship may FkT&?f VeloCb’ 
carry close-hauled by the carry, wind on quarter; also ‘ i n  pounds #Of wind 
wind; also her probable speed, /per square kzzr, 

Sail that a full-rigged ship may 

her probable speed. 
foot, 

.\!I plaln s a l l  and Rta.ysail* All  plain mu1 and studding- 
Edils: . I l looth  sen; 4 to 5 knuts. hree7rs’ smooth s m .  ; to 4 knots 

’Racji length qf’47 ,fed a“;wh,es (the “ k l o t ” )  G to he &ditv%ed into .f;w equnf 3 
1)trrts. nnd a small &cc of white buntinq ubout two inchers lonq is to be turwcl into the 
1 ‘  

l i ve  at w r y  tuqo-teh </iw%on th IM formled. A/~CVJS, befo7.e /e&iny port, f l i p  Xavigator 
will knve the Iinr thoroqldy ,sonX*etl .for n .fw &!is, nnrl then nll the marfx pluced at 
their propcr rliuttcnws. He i d i  d ~ o  comptrrc trJI thr xnnd-glasse.~ with I(  i d d i ,  and, 
if nnjl ~houk?  hr incorroct, he i idI  muke them rim the proper time by taking out or- 
piitiing in a n d ,  rn the cuxc rrp ires .  The frame.9 niwt he rmovrd jbr this purpose. 
D u r i ~ g  do?&&, eqxeia1l.y in 1w-y damp wntlta*, it is p r c f e d d e  to W Q  a v,atch to n 
.Pnnd-.iylcrss~for noting tha tinar. 

Coliiinn (4)--“ COURSES STEERED.’’ 

The rraerqe course during the  two hours (when the ship has headed several) 
as s t e e d  by the standard cl~inpass, is to Iw  entered in degrees or points as the ship’s 
log i s  kept. 

Coliiinii (.?)-‘‘ COMPASS CORRECTION.“ - 
I n  this colunin enter the amection used in working up the tlrty’s reckonin:, 

I f  the ship’s 
If in pints,  the for- 

whether it he variation alone or variation and deviation combined. 
mime is given in degree\, this should also be given in degrew. 
rection should 1 ~ 1  qircn to thcl nenrwt qunrter of :I point. 

This item may be given in point8 or degrees as the ship’s log is kept. 

Column (?)--“ SHIP’S TRUE COI[TR.SE.” 

7 Very f r e s h  hreezeh. 

$torn -sails, or clone - mefed Cloeweefed forcsltil el- 
reefed main top-mil, fa;‘, rtorni Violent gale. mnin t o m i l  and fore storm 

11 s t a g a i l .  very rough sea. stay-mil , 



The above tabulated sail and speed corresponding to various forces of the wind 
are but approximations to what really takes place according to particular circum- 
stances, such as iude l  of ship, course s t e e d  with reference to the wind, condition of 
sea, &c. 

Therefore, when the figure 5, for instance, appears iu column (8) of this Journal, 
it means that the wind was a “stiff breeze,” in which, if the vwe l  be full-rigged, she 
may carry (close-hauled by the wind) “ courses, topsails, to’pllant sails, and stay- 
sails, and make 6 to 7 knots per hour i n  a moderate sea;” or, if she have the wind 
on the quarter, with tlie same force of 5, she may carry “a11 plain sail and studding- 
sails, and makc 8 to 9 knots per hour in a nioclerate sea.” Furthermore, by this 
scale, it appears that with this force of 5 the pressure 011 each square foot of sail 
exposed to it was 1.5 pounds, and that the velocity of the wind, if determined by an 
anemometer, would be 17 miles per hour. nautical designa- 
tion ’’ for minds care should be taken to employ oiily the exact words of this column. 
These dmignations and the numbers opposite them in tlie first column are synonymous 
terms-that is, if‘ we speak of a “strong gale,” it means a w i d  whose force is 9. 

The same compass correction is tQ be applied to the direction of tlie wind as is 
applied to the compass course, exprewing tlie result by the nearest even point. 

I n  making use of the 

Coliiinii (9)- 

“ MERCURIAL RAR,OMETER, THERrMOMETER ATTACHED.” 
A short description of both the mercurial and the aneroid barometer will be 

The first instrument to afford the exact measure of atmospheric press- 
The principle of its construction 

given here. 
ure mas invented in the year 1643, by Torricelli. 
is as follows : 

Fig. I .  n 
A glass tube, C D (Fig. I), closed at  one end, 

about thirty-four inches in length, with a bore of one 
inch in diameter, and uniform throughout, is filled 
with pure mercury properly prepared. The thumb is 
placecl over the open c w l ,  tlie tube inverted, and im- 
mersed in a cup of mercury, as A B (Fig. 1). When 
the lower (open) end of the tube is beneath the surface 
of tlie mercury in the cup, tlie thumb is removed. 
Then tlie mercury in the tube falls to a point A. 
Above this point there is a vacuum in the tube. The 
mercury that filled that space has flowed out into the 
cup, but R column extending from the surface of the 
mercury in the cup to the point A remains in the tube. 
The length of this colnmu is constantly varying, but 
the mean is about 30 inches. This column is main- 
tained iu the tube by the pressure of the atmmphen~ 
on the surface of the mercury in the cup, which press- 
ure is conimunicated to the mercury in the tube 
through the open lower end. Furthermore, the weight 
of this column of mercury is guiralent to that of a 
column of the atmosphere whose base has the same 
area as a cross-section of the tube. I n  the vicinity of 
latitude 4 5 O ,  the height of‘ the barometric colutnn, 
reduced to sea level and to tlie temperature of 32” 
ft’ahr., is about 30 inches. A cubic inch of mercury a t  

this temperature weighs about 0.49 lb. avoirdupois : Hence, 30 x 0.49 = 14.7 hs., 
which is the mean pressure of the atmosphere on each square inch of a surface, at  sea 
level, in latitude 45’. For mmmon 
practical calculations the pressure of’ the atmosphere is assumed to be 15 pounds on 
the square inch. 

I n  different latitudes this mean pressure varies. 

The following is an amount of Green’s standard barometer ; 
Fig. 2. The barometer consists of a brass tube {Fig. 2), 

terminating a t  top in a ring, A, for suspension, and 
at  bottom in a flunge, R, to which the several parts 
forming tlie cistern are attached. 

The upper part of this tube is cut through so a~ 
to expose the glass tube and mercurial column iyithin, 
seen i n  Fig. 4. Attached at one d e  of this 
opening is a scale, graduated i n  inches and parts; 
and inpicle this slides a short tube, C, connected to 
a rack -work arrangement, moved by a milled 
head, D : this sliding tube carries a vernier in con- 
tact with the wale, n.hieh reads off to TAT ( . 0 2 )  of 

A 

C 

D 

E 

an inch. 
I n  the middle of the brass t u b  is fixed 

the thermometer E (Fig. 2), the bulb of ~rliicli, 
being externally covered, but inwardly open, and 
nearly in contact with tile g l ~  tube, indicates tlic 
temperature of the niercury in the barometer tulw, 
not that of the external air. This central position 
of the thermometer is selected that the mean tem- 
perature of the whole colomn may be obtained- 
a matter of importance, as the temperature of the 
barometric column mast be taken into amount in 
every scientific application of its observed height. 



The cistern (Fig. 3) is made up of a glass cylinder, F, which allows the surface 
of the m ~ r c u y  q to be seen, and a top plate, G, through the neck of which the bar- 
ometer tube t passes, and to which it is fastened b~ a piece of kid leather, making a 
fitrong but flexible .joint. TO lliis plate, also, is attaclied a small ivory point, h, the 
extremity of w1iic.h marks the commencement or zero of' the scale above. The lower 
part, mitaining the mercnry, in which the end of the barometer-tube t is plunged, is 

Fig. 4. 
formed of two parts, 
ij, held together by 
four screws aud two 
divided rings, 1 m, in 
the manner shown in 
Fig. 3. To the lower 
piecej is fastened the 
flexible bag 3') made 
of kid leather, fur- 
nished in the middle 
with a socket, lc, which 
rests on the end of the 
adjusting-s c r e IT 0. 
These parts, with the 
glass cylinder F, are 
clamped to the flange 
B by means of four 
long screws, P, and the 
ring R ; on the ring R 
screws the cap S, which 
covers the lower parts 
of the cistern, and sup- 
ports at the end the 
adjusting-screw 0. G, 
i,j, and k are of box- 
w(m1; the other parts 
of bmss or German 
silver. The screw 0 
serves to acljust the 
mercury to the ivory 
point, and also, by rais- 
ing the bag, so as to 
completely fill the cis- 
tern and tube with 
mercury, to put the in- 
strument in t.oxidition 
for transportation. 

Fig. 3. 

Rap.mnefmr amier.  

The general principle of this movable dividing scale is that the total number of 
the smallest spaces or subdivisions of thc vernier are made equal, taken together, to 
one less or more than that number of tlie smdest  spaces in an equal length of the 
fixed scale. In  these barometers the twenty-five spaces of the vernier are equal to 
any twenty-four spaces of the scale, which arc eacli half :I tenth or five Iiunclredths 
of an inrli ; therefore, a space on the sale is larger tiiaii a spaw on the vernier by 
the twenty-fifth part of' .05, which is .002 inch, consequently the vernier esliilhs 
cliffercncw of' .OO:! of an inch. 

How to wt tAc acmier. 

The vernier is moved by a rack and pinion. Turn the miilecl liead of the 
pinion so as to bring the lower edge of the vernier on a level with the top of the 
merciirial column. When set properly, the front edge of the vernier, the top of the 
mercury, and the back edge of the vernier should be in the line of sight, which line 
will thus just touch the middle and uppernimt point of' the column. Gmat care 
should be taken to acquire the habit of' reding with the eye exadly on a level with 
the top of the mercury-that is, with the line of' sight at right angles to thc scale. 

A piece of white paper lield at the back of the tube, 50 as to reflect the light, 
assists in accurately setting the rernier. A small bull's-eye lamp held kliind tlie 
instrument enables the observer to get a correct reading at night. Wlicn olmserriug 
the barometer it slioulcl lisngfree!y, not being inclined by holding or eveii hy a touch; 
because any inclination will cause the column to rise in tlie tiibe. 

Hozo to  rend fhe baromefrr. 

The mode of reading off may I)e learned from a studv of Firs. 5 and 6. in which 
Fig. 5. Fia. 6.  

IS 
10 
OJ 
QI 

A B  represents pari of the" scale, and C D the 
vernier, the lower edge D denoting the top of 
the mercurial column. The scale is readily 
understood: B is 29.00 inclies; the first line 
al)ove C is 29.05; tlic second line 29.10, and 
HO on. The first thing is to note the scale h e  
just below D, ancl the next is to find out the 
line of the vernier which is in one ancl the same 
direction ~14th a line of the scale. I n  Fig. 5 
the lower edge of the vernier D is represented 
in exact coincidence with scale line 89.5 ; tlie 
barometer therefore reads 29.500 inches. Study- 
ing it attentively in this position it will be per- 
ceived that the vernier line a is .002 inch below 
the next line of the scale. If, therefore, the 
vernier be moved so :IS to place a in line with 
z, the edge D would read 29.502. In like 
manner it is seen that b is inch away from 
the line next above it on the scab; c, .OO6 
inch apart from that next, above i t ;  d, ,008 
inch ;from that next above it.; and 1 on the 
vernier is .010 below y. Hence, if 1 be moved 
into line with y, 1) would read 29.510. Thus 
the numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 on the vernier indi- 
a te  hundredths, and the intermediate lines the 
even thousandths of an inch. Referring now 
to Fig. 6, the s a l e  line just below D is 29.65. 
Looking carefully up the vernier the third 
liue above the figure 3 is seen to lie evenly 

e 



with a line on the scale. 
and thus we get- 

The number 3 indicates .03, and the third subdivision .006; 

Reading on scale _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  29.650 
u 

Reading on vernier _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _  

Actual reading _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ i n c h e s ,  29.686 

The barometer for nw at sea differs in some respects from the standard just 
Clescribed. 

Tlic upper part of the tube is carefully calibrated, so as to insure uniformity of 
bore, as this is a point upon which the accuracy of the instrument depends. 

A t  sea the barometer has not been known to stand above 31 inches nor below 
27. I t  is not necessary, therefore, to carT tlic scales of marine barometers lwyoud 
these limits, but they shoiild not 

I f  the scalp part of the tube is not uniform in bore the error due to it mill bc 
irregular throughout the scale. Hence tlic nemsity of comparing the barometer at 
different readings, say at  evcry half inch of the scale, with a standard. The differ- 
ences between tlie standard and the barometer tested, at various points of the scale, 
constitute PO many prnianent index errors to be applied to thc barometer reading.; at 
those points. Whether the bore of the rest of the tube (below the Reale part)  varies 
in diameter or not, is of no importanc.~. From tn-o to three inches below the meas- 
ured part the bore is contracted very much in order to prevent the pulsations in the 
mercurial column, called pumping, which would occur at  sea from the motioii of the 
ship. A piece of 
chamois skin, wrapped tightly with several turns of twine round the tube and other 
turns round the neck of the cup, keeps the mercury from spilling out. The chamois 
skin, being porous, admits the action of the air on the mercnry in the cup, and hence 
on that i n  the tube. 

The cistern is of capacity sufficient to receive the mercury which falls out of the 
tube until the column stands lower than the scale reads; and when the tube is coin- 
pletely full there is still enough mercury in the cistern to rover the extremity of the 
tube so as to prevent access of-' air into the tube. 

It may be added that in these baromcters the diameter of the cistern is about an 
inch and a quartcr, and that of the tube ahout a quarter of an inch. The scale, 
instead of being divided into inches in the usual way, is shortened in thc proportion 
of about 0.04 of an inch for every inch. The object of shortening tlie .scale is to 
avoid the necessity of applying a correction for difference of mpacity between thc 
&ern and the tubc. 

By cornprison with a stanclard, such as that described in this preface, the 30-inch 
mark on any marine barometer is placed exactly at  the height of 30 full inches above 
the surfacc of the mercury in the cistern of the marine barometer; the inch di\ .  wions * 

both above and below this p i n t  are then shortened in such a ratio (the ratio k i n g  
that of the internal diameter of the tube to the internal diameter of the cistern) as 
will avoid tht1 necessity of applying the correction for capacity. Thus the readin<p 
of all barometers mhose scales are so prepared are nlready correctd for rapacity. 

inndc shorter. 

The open end of the tube d i p  into mercury in a glass cup. 

Cowwtiorw fo be app1ic.d to fhe hnromdm recrdinp. 

Capillarity.-When an open tube of small bore is pluncged into mercury, thc 
fluid mill not rise to the same height inside that it does outside. Hence, the e f k t  of 
capillary action is to depress the mercurial column ; and the more so the smaller the 
tube. For a tube whose diameter is 0.60 inch the depression due to capillarity is 
0.002 inch; and for a tube whose diameter is 0.10 inch the depression is 0.070 inch. 
Tubes of a diameter between these extremes have a proportional depression. This 
correction is always additive to the observed 'reading of the barometer; but it is SO 
small in amount that for obwrvations at sea it may be n~llolly tlisreprcled. 

Tmpt?raturc.-lllercury expands &th of i t q  volume for every increment of 
heat of one degree of Fahrenheit's thermometer ; if, then, a barometer stands at  a 
height of 30 inches, the temperature of its mercury being 32", it will stand at 30.10 
inches if the temperature of the mercury in the barometer Ix raised to 69". This 
increme of the length of the column by the tenth of an inch is not, due to any 
increased preswre, but solely to the expansion of the mercury under a higher tem- 
perature. 

I n  order, therefore, to compare barometric observations with cxactness, it is 
necessary to reduce them to the heights at which they would stand at  some uniform 
temperature. The temperature to which they are general1.v reduml is 32" Fahr. 
For the purpose of ascertaining the temperature of the mercury of the lmronieter 
column a thermometer is attached to the barometer about niiclway of its length. The 
bulb of this thermometer is in contact with the glass tube of the barometer, so that 
thc temperature of the mercury in this glass tube is communicated to the thermometer. 
Hence e w F  obserration of the barometer shonlrl hr ammpaniecl by the temperatrirc 
of the attached thermometer. 

Height above secI Iwe?.--4s we ascend a mountain the quantity of incumbent air 
is conqtantlp decreasing; the pressure on a barometer we may carry is therpfore lms 
and less, and its readinmwill be lower the higher the ascent. I t  is desirable to hare 
a standard level for which all barometric olwm-ations should redtlced, and this is 
mean sea level. 

r2lthoug.h the slight elevation at which a barometer can be placed on bozrd a 
ship mould necessitate hut a small correction, still, for uniformity's qakc, this elevation 
should iu all instances be stated in the front of this .Journal. 

\jTHEX A 3IERCI-RIAL BAROMETER Ih O S  noARD, ITS RCAnINGS ATfiONE ARE 
TO BE ENTERED IK THIS v J ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ A ;  IF OSLT AS ASGROID TS CARRIED, THE 

' 

READISGS OF THAT ARE TO RE ENTERED, RT'T IT S€IOULD BE DWTINCTLY STATED 
I S  THE FIlOYC O F  TIIE JOURSAT, V-HICH RTKD WAS USED, A M )  ITS C'OJIPARTSOSS 
WITH A STANDARD GIVES. 

THE AXEROID BAROlEETER. 
Fig. 7. 

--- 
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Fig. 7 represents the most improved mechanism of the aneroid. The outer 
case and the fxce of the instrument are removed for facility of inspection, but the 
hand remains attached to its stcm F. A is a corrugated metal box, which has been 
nearly exhausted of air through the tube J, and then hermetically sealed by soldering. 
The top and hottom of this I)ox are corrugated in concentric circles, so a.: to yield 
inwardly to external prewure and return when the pressure is removed. B is a 
powerful curved spring, whose lower part, %, is extended into two arms of which the 
cxtremities form little trunnions that work in holes in the two supports, Y. These 
supports are firmly fixed to the frame plaw P of the instrument; the upper flange is 
attached at S (behind F) to the corrugated box -i. The lever C is joined to the 
upper edge of the spring I3 at K, and by the system of rigid levers, T, D, R, and 
13, it is connected with the chain S. The other end of this chain is coiled around the 
stem F and thm fastened to this stem. As the box A is compressed by the increasing 
weight of tlic atmosphere, the spring R, by means o f  its rigid attachment to the box 
A (behind F), is drawn ilomn; the lever C is thus depressed; thih motion, by tlie 
system of levers, T, D, R, and E, is so communicated to the chain R as to unwind it; 
the stem F, to mhicli the chain is attached, thus turning to the right (that is, the ob- 
server's riqht as he looks at the page), carries with it the hand H, which turns on the 
graduated dial of the barometer in the direction of increased pressure. I n  the mean- 
time the spiral spring G, which is coiled around F, with one extremity fixed to the 
frame of the barometer and the other to the stem F, is compressed. T\'hen the 
pressure decremes, tlic box ,i and the spring E both relax by virtue of their 
elasticity-the chain S slackens-the spring G unwilids-and as a consequence of all 
these movements the stem F turns toward the left, that is, the observer's left as he 
loolm at the page, and Girrics with it the hand R in the direction of clecrtmed presi- 
ure. A screw 
works in this arni through tlie bottom of the plate; it is the head of this screw that 
is seen at the back of all meroids; by mans  of this screw the spring B may I)e 
tightend or  relaxeil, so that its motion conveyed to the hand H through the system 
of' levers, (', T, D, R, E, and the chain S,  may muse this hand to point to the same 
reading that a staindard inerciiri~l harometer indicates. The lever C is composed of 
hrws and steel soldered toeether, and adjusted 1 ) ~  repeated trial? to correct i t  for the 
efl'ects of kniper:itnrt~. 

A thermonietm is mnetimw athchcd to the aneroid, :is :i convenience for 
obtaining the temperature of' the air. As rcgards the instrument itself, no correction 
for temperature ciin bc applied with certainty. It should be set to read with the 
mercurial bwometcr nt 32' Fahr.; then the readings from it are supposed to require 
no corrcrtion. I n  (&onsidering the etfects of temperature upon the aneroid they are 
tbund to 1 ~ 3  ~~~mcn.ha t  complex. There is the c f h t  of espnnsion and contraetioii of 
the various metals of which the nirchanisni is composed; and there is the effect on 
the elasticity of the small quantity o f  air in the box. An incrtwe of temperature 
produces grcater, :cnd a diminution less, elasticity in this air. 

Thc qaduations of the aneroid scale are obLIinet1 by comparison with the correct 
readinF of a st:ind:ird mercurial barometer under normal and reduced atmospheric. 
prwmre. Tteducted preswrc i<  ohtnincd hy placing both instrnmenh under the 
receiver of an air-pump. 

Rneroids art' IIOW manufartiired almost perfectly compensated for temperature. 
Such an ingtrumeut, thercfort~, onpht to slioiv the same pressure in the external air 
at a temperature of, say No, that i t  would in a room where the tempernturc. at the 
same time may bc 60'; provided there is no differenve of elevation. 

Thr aneroid barometer, from it- small size and portability, is an admirable 
adjunct, and cm br usefully employed where a mercurial caunot be taken. I t  can, 
however, only IP relied upou when frequently compared with a standard mercurial 
barometer. These advantages have brought it into use fiw beyond its real merits 
zs a proper measurer of the weight of the atmosphere. It, however, requires 
some care, :is its safe transportation is rather apprrrent than red. Slight shocks will 
nnt nrrlinnrily, t)nt a jar or knwk thnt ivnuld hrenk n mercurial hromctrr  will, quite 

M is an irori arni extending from the lower flange of the spring B. 
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likely, change the reading an unknown quantity that may vary from one-tenth to one 
inch. The aneroid may be hung up or placed flat on its back, but changing from one 
position to another ordinarily chanmp the readings sensibly, and it should therefore 
be kept while in use constantly in its selected position and place. It is usual to 
:idjust them to the standard mercurial barometer while they are lying flat in their 
caw. An additional merit which the aneroid possesses is that, being more sensitive 
than the mercurial, its variations take place simultaneously with their causes. I ts  
mechanism, however, like other pieces of mechanism, is liable to derangement, which 
can only be detected by frequent comparison with a correct standard. 

Aneroid barometers, if often compared with a standard mercurial, are similar in 
their indications; but it must not be forgotten that they are not indel~ndent instru- 
ments, that they are set originally to the reading of a mercurial barometer by means 
of the screw-head at the back of the case. They require adjustment ommionally in 
the same way that they are in  the first place set. They may also deteriorate in time, 
though slowly. 

RULES TO E X P L A I N  THE INDICATIONS OF THE INSTRUMENTS. 

The barometer shows the premurt of the air. 
The thermometer (in the shade) shows the ttmnpwature of the air. 
The hygrometer shows the degree of' moisture or the dantpnaw of tiw air. 
It  should always be remembered that changes in weather almost always give 

signs of their coming, for the instruments are afwted before the wind actually begins 
to blow or the rain to fall; thus the iristruments may be said to enable us "to feel 
the pulse" of the atmosphere. I t  must not be forgotten that the length of time 
which passes between the first appearance of a change of weather and its actual setting 
in is not always the same. It is much greater when a southwest wind is going to 
succeed a northeast wind, than when the opposite change is going to take place. The 
barometer rises for northerly wind (including from northwest, by the north, to the 
eastward) for dry or less wet weather; for less wind, or for more than one of these 
changes, except on a few occasions when rain, hail, or snow comes from the north- 
ward with sfr0n.q wind. The tmometer falls for southerly wind (including from 
southeast, by the south, to the westward) for wet weather; for stronger wind, or for 
more than one of these changes, except on a few occmions when moclerafr wind with 
rain (or snow) conies from the northward. 

If  the weather gets warmer while the barometer is high and the polar ciirrent 
blowing, we may look for a sudden shift of wind from the direction of the Equator. 
On tlie other hand, if the weather becomes colder while the equatorial ciirrent is 
blowing and the barometer low, we m y  look for a sudden squall or severe storm 
from the direction of the Pole, with a Fall of' snow if it be winter time. 

Besides these ru l e  for the inqtruments, there is one about the way in which the 
wind changes which is very important. It is well known to every seaman, and is 
contained in the following couplet : 

" \'en the wind veers against the sun, 
Tmat it not, for Imck it will run." 

The wind almost always &ifts with the 8un, i. e., from left to right in front of 

Thus in north latitude an east wind shifts to west through southeast, eouth, and 
you. 

soiithwest, and a west wind shifts to eaqt through northwest, north, and northeast. 

A change in this direction is called veering. 



I f  the wind shifts the opposite way, viz., from west to southwest, south, and 
southeast, the change is called backing, and it Reldom murs  unless when the weather 
iq unsettled. 

However, slight shifts of mind do not follow this rule exactly. 
The air of the equatorial current has been heated, and so it is light, warm, and 

moist ; while it is blowing the barometer is low and the weather usually wet. 
The air of the polar current lias been chilled, and 60 it is heavy, cold, and dry; 

while it is blowing the barometer is high and the weather dry. 
I f  we keep the idea of these two great currents clearly in onr heads we shall 

a & l y  understand most of the signs of weather which arc n o t i d .  
To know the state of the air, not only barometcrs, thermometers, and hygrome- 

ters must bc noticed, but the appearances of tlic s l y  must be vigilantly watched also. 
TVlien the barometer rises, owing to a change of mind, the weather gets colder; 

while when the barometer falls, owing to a change of wind, the weather gets warmer. 
I n  general, whenever the level of the mercury continues steady, there is very 

little danger of a storm; but when it is unsteady, great care is necessary to avoid being 
surpri,d by a squall or serious gale. 

The change from a clear sky to a cloudy one almost always begins with the 
appearance of long streaks of cloud, which shorn the track of the wind in the sky. 
At night we often see rings around the moon when sucli clouds as these are observed. 
If they stretch right across the sky, forming what called a ‘‘ Pioah’s ark,” we know 
that the wind above us has set in in earnest, and that wet weather is sure to follow. 

I f  in winter the barometer suddenly rises very high and a thick fog sets in, it  is 
a sure sign that the southwest and the northeast winds are “fighting each other.” 
Neither of them can make head against the other, and there is a calm; but there is 
great danger of such a state of things k i n g  followed by a bad gale. 

Indications of approaching changes of weather, and the direction and force of 
winds, are shown less by the of the barometer than by its falling or rising. 
Nevertheless, a s W y  height of more than 30.0 inches at the level of the sea is indic- 
ative of fine weather and moderate winds. 

A rapid rise of the barometer indicates unsettled weather; a slow movement 
the contrary : as likewise a &mdy barometer, which, when continued, and with dry- 
ness, foretells very fine weather. 

Though the barometer generally falls with an equatorial apd rises with a polar 
wind, the contrary &im occurs ; in which cases the equatorial wind is usually 
dry with fine weather, or the polar wind is violent at;d accompanied by rain, snow, 
gr hail-perhaps with lightning. 

Allowance should invwiably be made for the previous state of the barometer 
during some days, as well a8 m n e  h r s ,  because its indications m y  be a f f i  by 
distant causes, or by changes close at hand. Some of these changes may m n r  at  a 
greater or less distance, influencing neighboring regions, but not risible to each 
observer whose barometer feels their effect. 

Tlierc may be hemy rains or violent winds beyond the horizon and the view of 
an observer, by which his instruments may be affected considerably, though no par- 
ticiilar change of weather occurs in his immediate locsllity. 

It may be repeated, that the longer a change of wind or weather is foretold 
before it talzes place, the longer thc presaged weather will last; and, conversely, the 
shorter the warning, the less timc whatever causes the warning, whether wind or a 
fall of rain or snow, will mntinuc. 

When suspended for use the niercurial barometer should hang freely in a vertical 
p i t i o n ,  where neither the sun’s rays, nor n fire, Lor any 1-1 cause of heat or cwld 
may be likely to affect it. Every ohervationpf the height of colunin should b 
accompanied by a notation of the degree of temperature sliown by the attached ther- 
mometer, which indicates the temperature of the mercury. In  reading off, the edge 
of the vernier scale should a p p r  to touch (or be tangent to) the uppermost point of 
the merwry when the eye is at an equal height and looking horizontally at the tntm 
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Colnmns (10) and (ll)-“ DRY BULB,” cc WET BULB.” 
Temperature is the energy with which heat affeds our sensation of feeling. 
Bodies are said to possefis the same temperature when the amounts of heat which 

they respectively contain act outwardly with the same intensity of transfer or almrp- 
tion, producing, in the one case, the sensation of warmth, in the other that of cold. 
Iiistruments usecl for the determination and estimation of temperatures are called 
Thermometers. 

Experience proves that the same body always occupies the same space at the 
same temperature, and that for every increase. or decrease of its temperature it under- 
goes a corresponding definite dilatation or contraction of its volume. Provided, then, 
a M y  suffers 110 loss of substance or peculiar change of its comstituent elements or 
atoms while manifrsting changes of temperature, it  will likewise exhibit alterations 
in  volume; the latter may, therefore, be taken as exponents of the former. The 
expansion and contraction of hodie are dopted as arbitrary measures of changes of 
temperature, and any substance will serve for a thermometer in which thee  chan,ges 
of volume are sensible and can be rendered measurable. 

Thermometers for meteorological purposes are construct& with liquids, and 
generally either mercury or alcohol, because their alterations of volume for the same 
ehange of temperature are greater than those of solids. 3lercnry is, of all snl)stancec., 
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the Imt adapted for thermometric purposes; as, more than any other fluid, it main- 
tains the liquid sbte tlirougli a p a t  alteration of heat, expslnds more regularly for 
qi ia l  increments of heat, and is peculiarly sensitive to change of temperature. 

The temperaturr of solidifiation of mercury, according to Fahrenheit's scale, 
is minus - 40'; and of el)nllition, about 600'. 

l'hc ordinxry thermometer consists of a glass t u k  of very fine bore, having a 
hulb of thin glass :it one extremity, the other being closed. The bulb and part of 
the tube rontains mercury ; the reqt of the tube is a vacuum, and affords space for the 
cxpansion of the liquid. This arrangement renders very perreptiblc the alteration 
in volume of the mercury clue to changes of tenyxrature. It is true the glm 
cxpsnd.; and contracts ;~lso, but only hy about one-twentietli of the extent of' the 
mcv-ctiry. Regarding thc h l b ,  then, as unalterable in size, all changes in the bulk 
of the fluid niwt take p1at.e in  the tube, and be exhibited by the expansion and con- 
traction of thv column, whicli variations are made to measure changcc: of temperaturt. 
Upon Fahreniieit's thermometer melting iw is marlcecl 32' and boiling water 212", 
the interval Iwing divitltd into 180 equal parts. Thc same graduation is cxtendetl 
clowiivard from :E?' to zero (0'1, and may he mntinucd below zero as fxr as desired. 
Dcgrce- l ~ l o w  zero :ire distinguislictl by the minus (-) sign. 

For tlic purpose of ineasuririg the tcnipcratnre of air ou board ship the tlicr- 
mometer should he expwed in tlic open air, vherc tlic circwlation is unobstructed ; 
it shonltl Iw R I W : L ~ S  in the shade, removed at lemt a foot from the hulkheacl or other 
material from or near mliich it is hung, protected apinst  the heat reflected from the 
nrigl11)oriug otjerts, :in(1 kept sliclter~d from the rain and spray. 

I f  the thermonieter should happen to twome moistened l y  rain or spray, tlic 
1)ulh should I)(. carefully d r i d  about five minutes before reading and recordiiig the 
otm~rvntions. A wooden frame of open lattice-work will be found to be a good 
covcring Eor a thermometer, provided it is so consfructed as to aclmit a perfectly fiw 
ciwnlation of air atmit the instrument. 

The therniometer is an inralu:d)le instrument to the careful naviptor in making 
dservations of temperature, simultaneously, of the air and the surfwe of the (wan. 
Tlie difl8rrnc.c. in the t ~ n i ~ ~ r a t u r e  of the air and the surfwe of the sea gives r ~ i r n i i i , ~  
to tlic seatisan of his approach to icebergs, banks, shoals, or land, and, being on 
soundings, by being lover than wlierc there are none of thesc o1)striictions to naviga- 
tion ; a id  by showing a higher temperature of the surface water upon entering the 
Gulf' strtwn, tlw B r a d  ciirrcnt, the equatorial currents of the Atlantic and Pacific. 
omns,  tlie Jap:iu current, ckc., and a lower temprraturc on leaving them, which ar(' 
now mow or lcss apcnratcly 'laid clown on our charts. 

In appro:tchinp land at  night, or in navigating in the vicinity of shoals, observa- 
tions for temperature of the air and water should be frequently mdc,  and at regular 
intervals of' time, with the greatest Eire and precision, and the differcnws and chanr2c 
olacrvetl and noted. 

It has been found that the Guiiiea currcnt, with a temperature of 80" or 90" 
Fahrcnlicit, sets to tlie eastrvarcl, while in cltme proximity to it, on its southern edge, 
the eqwtorial c~iirr(~nt i s  met, setting to the westward with a temperature of 70" or 
lower. 

temperature of only 66" in the Guinea current itself has been recoded by :i 
very competent olwrrer, showing that variations in surface temperature similar to 
thww kno\w to exist in  tlich Gulf' stream arc traceable in this current, so cloqe to the 
I:q 1i:i tor. 

The resulting deductions obtained from ohervations of the surface temperatures 
of' the min are of' the greatest importmce to the navigator, and should, therefore, 
nrrer I>e neglected to be taken by tliose having the necessary meaiis and opportunities 
for doing so.  eve^ aclditioiial fact discovered and reported in surface temperature 
of' the o w n  is an advance toward the solution of the great prohlem of those rnrrmts, 
\\yllicli is of' so niticli interest to 1111 sea-faring prrsons. 

i 

(See Fig. 8.) 
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THE HYGROMETER, PSYCHROMETER, OR WET-BULB 
THERMOMETER. 

The hygrometer is a most valuable and useful instrument to the seaman, espe- 
cially as an adjunct to the barometer and thermometer in foretelling weather. 

Any instrument adapted to measure the amount of moisture in the air is called 
a hygrometer, or psychrometer, but the one best suited to use on board ship is the 
wet-bulb thermometer. 

The psychometric hygrometer consists of two good equal thermometers, 

Fig 8. 

Aa 
mounted on the same 
frame of wood, six inches 
wide by twelve inches 
long, or thereabout, the 
bulb of one thermometer 
k i n g  naked, while the 
bull) of the other is 
wrapped in some thin, ab- 
sorbent covering, such as 
a little muslin bag, with 
a kind of wick reaching 
from it into a small cis- 
tern of mater, such as R 

- small preserve pot or a 
shortnecked bottle. 

8 . For the instrument 
to act truly. great care 
must be taken to choose 
two thermometers whicli 
correspond exactly, degree 
for degree, from abouc 15" 
up to 90". This is not at 
all an easy matter; for 
thermometers vary in the 
most irregular manner, 
even when both are sune- 

rior instruments. Both the bulbs (naked and covered, or "dry" and "wet") sho~tld 
project an inch or two, clear all round, kloy their frame, for the action of the air to 
he exerted on them more perfectly. 

The little cistern of water should be suspended 90 that the surf'ace of the water 
may be from one to three inches away from the bulb to which it is connected by the 
\\4cli, and it sliould be placed on the side farthest from the dry bulb, so that its e v q -  
oration may not affeet the dry bulb as well as the wet bulb. 

Two thermometers should be suspended in a lattice case, such as that shown in 
Fig. 8, which dould  bca$zed in CI sliady place on the upper de&, about .four feefafrom 
the deck, nnd.frrely exposed to Mc extenad air. Extra precaution is sometimes reqni- 
site to protect them from the influence of the sun's rays. 

One is intended to give the temperature of the air, and the other that of evapo- 
ration. They ~hoiild he withdrawn from the metal guard in which they are when 
Ixnight, and should lw fixed in the lattice case near cncli other, but not within a Iem 
clistance than two or three inches. They should be placed away from all influences 
of stoves or furnaces, and of draughts of' hot air from the cabins or engine-room. 

A piece of the finest muslin or cambric should be tied round the bulb of one 
thermometer, and a few threads of cotton wick tied round the glass stem close to the 
bulb (see a, Fig. 8), touching the muslin, aud long enough to reach two or three 
inches l ~ h v  the lowest part of the bulb, should be carried down so as to dip into 
and remain in a small vessel of water. By this arrangement the water is slowly 
condnrtmtl, by capillary attraction, to the brilh and eraporatQct there. (,See Fig, 8.) 

(See Fig. 8.) 
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By far tlie neatest and k t  arrangement of a wet and dry-bulb thermometer for use 
at sea is that used by the U. S. IUavy. It is made by Air. James Green, instrument 
maker, BO. 20 West Fourth st., New Pork  City. In every instance the met and 
dry-bulb thermometers should be kept in a lattice-work cdse, such as that shown i n  
Fig. 8. 

The cup, glass, or other small holder of water ought not to be under or too near 
the dry thermometer. This little reservoir should be on the off side of the wet tiier- 
mometer, that is, as far ils possible from tlre dry thermometer, whieli of course slroiilc\ 
]lot receive an5 moisture either from rain or otherwise. The water should be either 
clistilIed or rain-water, or, if this be not procurable, the Poftest pure water wliich c'nn 

The water vessel should be replenislr~vl affer, or soiiie little time k f o w ,  
observing; because observations are incorrect if made wliile tlie water is either colder 
or warmer than the air. 

The muslin and vi& should be changed once or tn-ice a month, according to 
quality and exposure to dust or blacks. A4ccuracy depends much on the care taken 
for cleanliness and for a proper supply of' fresh water. The temperature of eval'o- 
ration is a very important observation, and therefore cspecial care should Ix taken to 
make it correctly. 

When the wet bulb is frozen, some cold water should be taken from under ice, 
being cautious to mise its temperature as little as possible, and the thermometer bulb 
should be wetted with it by m a n s  of a camel-hair brush or feather. After waiting 
a few miniites, the temperature of evaporation may be observed. 

The evaporation of' the water produces cold, and thus the wet-bulb thermometer 
habitually (with very rare exceptions) stands lower than a dry-bulb thermometer 
similarly exposed. This depression, strictly, measures only the evaporating power of 
the air; yet, as the latter depends upon the amount of moisture present in the air, 
the depression of the vet-liulh thermometer measures the humidity of the air. 

When the temperature is in the neighborhood of the freezing point, the observa- 
tion of the psychrometer requires vcry peculiar care. 

Dwin.q fog the tuet-bulb tharnornetter may aometimes be higher than the dTy bulb; thm 
the ail. i s  oeer-aaturted, and contains, beside9 tlrR vapor at ils marimurn of temim, water 
suqwnded in a dissminaterl liquid state. This is, however, not a frequent occurrence. 

I f  the tcmperaturc of tlre air (i. e., the dry bulb) should have descended below 
3 2 O ,  it will often happen that the wet-bulb thermometer will for a time read higher 
than the dry hulb. " h h  observations mir& iiot be recorded; but when the water sur- 
rounding the wet bull) has begun to freeze, the proper readings mill take place. 

If the water in the muslin covering the wet bulb be frozen, the readings mill be 

I f  the muslin be found dry, it should be wetted with a brush or small sponge, 
and then be left a little while for the water in the muslin to he frozen; and when 
satisfied that such is the case, the observer map proceed to take the reading in the 
iisual way. Unles  this mution is attended to, the wet bulb mill read as high or 
higher than tlie dry bulb. When the weather is frosty, the muslin should be 
thoroughly wetted some time (say an hour) before the usual and chief hour of 
observation. 

I f  the temperature should have ascended aboz*e 32> (in fmtyweather), immerse 
the wet-bulb thermometer in warm water for a minute or 60, that any ice remaining 
on the muslin map he melted. Unless this be attended to, the wet-bulb thermonieter 
mill continue to read 82" SO long as any ice remains in contact wit11 it. 

The muslin and wick should so act as, by capillarity, to keep the met bulb 
always met, but nof ncttmlhy dripping, so that rapid evaporation may be constantly 
going on. 

I f  the air is very still, it is well to increase the evaporation by setting the air in 
motion by a fan. The reading must be made rapidly, and, as much as possible, at a 
distance; for the proximity of the observer, either by the heat radiating from his 
body or b~ his bmqtli, would act upon the instrumentc; and falsify the observation. 
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perfectly rorrect. ' 

, 

The two thermometers must he carefully compared from time ttr time, and if a 
difference is found, it must be taken into account, and the otserrations rnrrtrtd when 
entered in the Journal. 

The more the dry bulb 6 elevated in temperature ahore that of the vet bulb 
the less is the amount of moisture in the air, in  proportion to the temperatnre of the 
air, and kat w r R a .  Tlie proms of' evaporation lowers tlie temperature of the wet 
ltulb beneath that of the dry Iiidl) citlirr 1)y mme whole degmcs or some decimal 
parte of a degree. 

If tlie two thermometers rorrespond cxnctly when both of them are dry, they 
a n  never stand alike wlien one of tliem i s  wetted, e.rcept when the attnosplicre is FO 
complctel~ satuiated that it can take up no more moisture. I n  this condition of tlicb 
air the dq- bulb is r a l ly  as inucli wetted by the surrounding air as the wet h l l )  is 
wettcd by the s~irrounding iuoistenecl mwlin. The tlrerniometric. variation of the 
hygrometer is therefore said to lw in an i n r e w  ratio to thr amount of atmospheric 
moisture. 

Popularly, the air is said to be the most damp at ahout sunrise; and in the sense 
of dew, or pal3)dle moiptuw, tlre idea is correct, because, the temperature k i n g  very 
low a t  that hour, there is rapid condensation. But at a mncli hotter period of die 
day there may be absolutely more moisture tlraii at sunrise, for the higher temperature 
muses it to be retained invisibly, and without imparting any sensation of moisture. 
Tlie simple inspection of' the two thermometers will often afford a letter criterjon of 
the  rea at her, and of the probability of rain, than the barometer itself; yprcl ,  Iio\v- 
wcr, I)eing had to the time of the day and of the year wlien the obemation is niadc. 

I n  summer, when the cliurnal range of temperature is great, if in the early morn- 
ing the difference between the air temperature and the dew-point temperature be 
small, and the rise of temperature during the day be considerable, it is probable that 
the difference will increase; and if tlie temperature of the dew-point at  the same time 
deweaae, it is an indication ofvery fine weather. If, on the contrary, the tempera- 
ture of both should increase, as the day advances, in nearly equal proportion, rain will 
almost certiiinly follow, as the air cools with tlie declining sun. 

Tlie temperature of the DEW-POIKT is that at whiclr the moisture of the air 
bqgins to deposit on any substance colder than itself. The ixzitniment for ascertaining 
this is called n hygrometer-that invented by Prof. Daniel1 \wing the most accu- 
rate aud trustworthy. The principle of its action mny be illustrated as follows: 
Suppose a glass partly filled with pure fresh water; immerse in it a thermometer, 
and have another thermometer near by to indicate the temperature of the air; pre- 
pare a freezing mixture of salts; put a little of this mixture into the water in the 
glass and immediately the thermometer in the water will be seen to fall ; watch 
closely the wtcrior of the glass, and continue to add, little by little, the freezing 
mixture; eventually a delicate film of vapor will apFAr on the outside of the glass; 
at its first sight, note instantly the reading of the thermometer in the water, also that 
of the other thermometer,-the first will lw the temperature of the d e w p i n t ,  the 
s m n d  that of the surrounding air. 

The temperature of the wet bulb described in this Introduction is nof that of 
tlie dew-pint; but by the comparison of an extensive seria of observations of the 
dry bulb and wet bulb with Daniell's hygrometer a fwtor mas found for each degree 
of Fahrenheit's wale by which the temperature of the dew-pint a n  at OW be 
ohtaind from the mrhp of the dry anti the wet-bulb thermometer. 



A table of thew factors for the ordinary ratlge of temperature is given below : 

Faotors fov ntU&phjng the EXCEW of the DRY-BULB over the WJW-BULB hrmometa 

)RY BULB. 

10" 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 

2r, 
27 
28 
6% 

t 

31 
32 

___._. 

FACTH. 

8.78 
8.7* . 
8.78 

8.77 ' 

8.76 
8.75 

.'8.70 . 
8.62 
6.50 
8.34 
8. 14 
7: r 8  
.7.60 
7.28 
6.92 
6 . 3  

, 6.08 
5.61 
5.12 

4.15 
3.70 
3.3.2 

4.63 . 

to .find the temperature of the DEW-POINT. 

._ - . 
~ 

DRY BTLR 
. .  
330 
34 
35 . 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
4 1  
42 ' 

43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 . 
49 
M 
51 
52 
53 
54 

55 

3.01 
2.77 
9.60 
2.50 
2.42 
2.36 
2.32 
2.29 
2.26 
2.23 
2.20 

, 2.18 
2.16 
2. 14 
2.12 
2.10 
2. 08 
2.06 
2.04 
2.0.2 
2.00 
1.98 
1.96 
__I 

DRY BULB, 

. 560 
' 57 

58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
66 
66 
67 
63 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
I- 
I I  

FACTOR. 

1.94 
1.92 
1.90 
1. El 
1. 88 
1. m 
1.86 
1. 8.5 
1.83 
1.82 
1.81 
1.80 
1.79 
1.78 
1.77 
1.76 
1.75 
1.74 
1.73 
1.72 
1.71 
1.70 

7R 1.69 

DRY BULB. 

790 
80 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 
86 
u7 
8a 
89 
90 
91 
92 
93 
94 ' 

95 
w 
97 
98 
99 

FACTOR. 

1.69 
1.64 
1.68 
1. M 
1.67 
1.. 66 
1.65 
1.65 
1.64 
1.64 
1.63 
1.63 
1.62 
1.62 
1.61 
1. 60 
1.60 
1.59 
1.59 
1.33 
1.58 

Now suppose the temperature of the air, as shown by the dry bulb, to be 84O, 
and that of evaporation, as shown by the wet bulb, to be 66" : their difference is 1 8 O .  
I n  tlrc ahove table, opposite 84O, i h  found the factor 1.66; multiply this factor by 
the difference bctween tlie d~ and the wet bull) (1.66 X 18 = 29.88), and subtract 
the procluct from the teniperature of the air (84'- 29.88 = 54'.18)-the remainder 
(in tliis cnic 5-1') ii; tlie clew-point, i .  e. ,  the temperature at which the air would be 
completely saturate 1 w;th moiqtur+-jt could eontain no more, and if more should 
conic it must fkll its rain. 

The st:itc of the atmosphere, indicated by the dry bulb being 84' and the wet 
bulb M0, would ,constitute fine weathcr; and one of two changes, or both changes 
in a mcdifierl degfre, niwt happen before rain can fall, thuh: Ist, either the tempera- 
ture of the air most ftill l r c l o ~  S I " ,  or, 2 4  the quantity of vapor in the air must 
inertme until thc dg and the wet bulb read the same; or, &l, both these change 
may occur-the point of' saturation may becotne intermediate bctween 8 4 O  ancl 54"- 
by the temperature of tlre air falling aiid at the same time the quantity of vapor in 
suspen3ion increasing. In the 1st case the precipitation would probably be only 
slight nnd transitory, such as fog, mist, showers, or drizzle; in the 2d a c e  it would 
be in the form of heavy rain, with possibly storms; mliile in the 3d case some con- 
jecture might be formed of its duration and quantity amrcling as either the 1st or 
2d cause pre.erailecl. 

I n  SI wery weather the indications vary rapidly; and a person making observa- 
tions at  short intervals may predict the approach of a storm, particularly if he take 
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simultaneous observations with the barometer. 
the comparative humidity the annexed table will be sufficient. 

For  practical purposes in estimating 

TEMPERATURE 

THERMOMETER. 

BY THE 
DHT-RI:LR 

340 
.36 
38 
40 
42 
44 
46 
48 
.w- 
52 
54 
56 
58 
60 
62 
64 
66 
68 
70 
78 
74 
76 
78 
80 
8.2 
84 
86 

I Difl'erence between Dry-bulb and Wet-bulb Readings. 
~ - - _- . __ - __ 

40 Go I So 100 1 180 
I 1 .-' 23 

_ _  
I 
i DEGI:EE OF HUMIDITY. 

79 
82 
83 
84 
84 
85 
P6 
86 
86 
86 
86 
F(7 

87 
RA 
8a 
88 
88 
88 
88 
m 
89 
89 
89 
90 
90 
90 
90 

6: I 
gri 
68 
70 
71 
7p 

73 
73 
74 
74 
74 
75 
76, 
76 
77 
77 
78 
78 
78 
79 
79 
79 
79 
80 
80 
80 
80 

50 
63 
56 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
64 
65 
66 
66 
6 i  
67 
f i  
68 
69 
69 
70 
71 
71 
71 
72 
71 
72 

-__ 

_..-... 
45 
47 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
58 
59 
60 
60 
61 
61 
@2 
63 
63 
63 
64 
64 
CA 

A mere inspection suffices to understand this table. For  instance, if the tempera- 
ture of the air (dry bulb) be 60°, and the temperature of evaporation (wet bulb) be 
54", the difference beiug 6O, look in the first column for 60°, and opposite it, under 6' 
at the top, will he found 66 in the fourth column. This figure (66) means that there 
is sixty-six per cent. of moisture in the a i r -one  hundred per cent. b i n g  complete 
.saturation. . 

Colnnin (l?)--"WATER AT SITRFACE." 

-. 

The permanent temperature o f  the sea-water is  the object sought; and to attain 
this, freed from all accidental changes, such as heating by the sun, friction of wind 
on the waves, settling of rain-water on the surface, etc., the bucket in which the water 
is drawn should be weighted and sunk to at  least a fathom belov the surface; the 
thermometer should remain about three minutes in the water before reading. 

I 
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Column (1.3 )-"STATE OF TEE WEATHER BY 8MYBOLS.'' I 
A series of letters is used to represent different kinds of weather, as will be 
below, and every change of weather that takes place during each period of two 

hours should IE indicated by its appropriate letter according to the list of symbols. 
The list is printed on each day's opening of the Journal for facility of reference. 

b.-Clear blue sky. 
c.-Cloudy weather. 
d.-I)rizzling, or light rain. 
f.-Fog, or foggy weather, I 

9.-Gloomy, or dark, stormy-looking weather. 
h.-Hail. I 

.!.-Lightning. I I 

m.--Misty weather. 
0.-Overcast. 

q.-Squally weather. 
r.-Rainy weather, or continuous rain. 
fi.-Snow, snowy weather, or snow falling. 
t.-Thunder. 

u.-Ugly appearances, or threatening weather. 
c.--Tariahle weather. 

w.-Wet, or heavy clew. 
2.-Hazy . 
Column (14)--"FORMS OF CLOUDS BY STMBOLS." 

I 

p.-Passing showers of rain. I 

S?lC?rmhob to be w e d  in column (14). 

fir.-Cirrus - - - - _ _ - - - - - - - - _ _  _ _  _ _  - _ _  _ _ _  - - ___-Primary form. 
Cir. C.',tm.-Cirro-c.umnlus - - - _ _ _  - _ - - _ - _x_-____-Secondary form. 
Cir. Str.-Cirro-stmtus- _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  - _ _ _ _  ___&Secondary form. 
Ctm.-Cumnlns - - - - - - - _ _ _ _  - - - _ _  - - _ _  _ _  _ _  ____Primary form. 
C"u tn . ,Str.-c'u m ul o-s tra t 11s - - - _ _ - _ _ _ _ _  - - - - _ - _ - _ -Secondary form. 
n;i'mb.--Siml)u.; _ _ _ _  - - _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _  ______---Primary form. 
Rr.-Stratns _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ _  - - - - - - _ _ _ _  - - - - - - - - ____Primary form. 

Primurg clouds. 

CimcR-Consists of light and feathery-streaked filaments, seen in clear weather. 
Ctrm?tkr+Is composed of huge hemispherical ma.=, apparently mt ing  on a hori- 

zontal base; orcnrring chiefly in summer, and presenting the appearance of 
heaps of snow. 

Sfv-afu.q-Is an extended horizontd layer of cloud, increasing from below, and appear- 
ing at times, about sunset, of extraordinary brilliancy. 

Nimhtur, or Rain eloud. 

Secondary, OT compound clouds. 

Cirro-mmdm-Forrns the tmnsition from Ciimus to Cumulus, and constitutes the 
aggregation of small round white cloads, resembling sheep in a meadow. 

CYrro-&dus-Consists of C'irrus combined in liorizontsll or slightly inclined layers 
of considerable extent. 

~ m d o - s t r a E f k u  gives to the horizon a bluish-black color, frequently wen in 
great perfection toward night of dry and windy winter weather. 

' 
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AB clouds are of great importance in foretelling wind and weather, not only the 
symbols given above should be accurately used for the columns, but also the clouds 
should be described in detail in the remarks. I t  is from close observations of' this 
nature, continued through many yeam, that generalizations such as the following hare 
beqn made. Ancl it is to further generalize more accurately and extensively-to 
amplify and make more reliahle in every respect information of this kind-that 
attention to these matters is requested in this Journal. 

A few of the more marked s i p s  of weather, useful to seamen, are the following: 
Whether clear or cloudy, a rosy sky at  sunset presaga fine weather; a sickly 

greenish hue, wind and rain; tawny, or coppery clouds, wind; a dark (or Indian) 
red, rain; a red sky in the morning, bad weather, or much wind, perhaps also rain; 
a gray sky in the morning. fine ~veather ; a high dawn, wind ; E low d a m ,  fdr weather. 

A "high dawn " is when the first indications of darlight are seem above a bank 
of clouds. A "low dawn" is when the day breaks on or near the horizon, the fimt 
streaks of light being very low down. 

Soft looking or delicate clouds foretell fine weather, with moderate or light 
breezes; hard-edged oily looking clouds, wind. A dark, gloomy blue sky is windy; 
but a light, briglit blue sky indicates fine weather. Generally, the aojfm clouds look, 
the less wind (but perhaps more rain) may he expected ; and the harder, more 
(<  greasy," rolled, tufted, or ragged, the stronger the conling wind will prove. Also, 
a bright yellow sky at sunset presages wind ; a pale yellow, wet ; orange or copper- 
colored, wind and rain ; and rhus, hy the prevalence of red, yellow, grcen, gray, or 
other tints, the coming weather may be foretold very nearly-indeed, if aided by 
instruments, almost exactly. 

Small inky-looking clouds foretell rain ; light scud clouds driving across heavy 
masses show wind and rain, but if alone may indicate wind only, proportionate to 
their motion. 

High upper clouds crossing the sun, moon, or stms in a direction different from 
that of the lower clonds, or the wind then felt blow, foretell a ~1i:inge of' wind 
toward th ir  direction. 

After fine clear weather, the first signs in the sky of a coming change are 
usiiallp: light streaks, curk, wisps, or mottled patches of white distant, cloud, which 
increase, and are foliowed l)y an overcasting of murky vapor that grows into cloudi- 
ness. This appearance, more or Ies oilv, or watery, as wind or rain will pr~oail, is 
an infallible sign. 

Misty cloulds forming or hanging on heights, show wind and rain coming, if 
they remain, increase, or descend. If they rise, or clisperse, the weather will improve 
or hecome fine. 

Neither of these two 
formations begin under an overcast sky, or when there is much wind. One occa- 
sionally sees fog rolled away, as it mere, bp wind, hut seldom or never formed while 
it is blowing with any consitlernble force, though it exists with wind. 

Remarkable clearness of atmosphere, especially nem the horizon; distant objects, 
such as hills, unusually visible or well defined, or raised (by refraction), and what is 
called ('a good hearing day,'.," may be mentioned among sipq of wet, if not wind, to 
be expected in a short time. 

More than usual twinkling or apparent, size of the stars; indistinctnmq or 
apparent multiplication of the moon's horns ; haloes, "wind-dogs," and the rainlww, 
are more or less significant of increasing wind, if not approaching rain with or 
without wind. 

The dryness or dampness of the air, and its temperature (for the pason), should 
always hc considereil-?m'rh ofher indications of change, or mntinunnw of wind and 
weather. 

Speaking yenera&, gale- hloming from the direction of the Equator are com- 
monly preceded by notable s ips  in the atmosphere, such BR a falling barometer and 
a temperature higher than usual ai the season; w h e m ,  on the contrarF, danfferous 
storms from a p l a r  quarter are eometimetz sudden, and preceded by a ":ping bwometer, 

Dew is an indication of coming fine weather ; so is fog. 
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which may misled persons, espec*ially if accompanied by a temporary lull of a day 
or two, with a fallacious :ipprance of fine weather. This fallacy is caused by a 
circuitous movement of wind following ; influencing by checking and then overpow- 
ering, or uniting with, a preceding similar cyclonic sweep. 

Omsionally, howewr, a sontherly gale begins with a high barometer, and only 
as it increases does the barometer fall. This oc(‘tirs when the mercury has fallen 
notably in the north and is still falling there. 

When a pale occurs with a high barometer, which does not fall, but remains 
steady, or rises, a (polar) wind, or a duration of fine weather, map 1w expected, and 
more of either as the delay of’ approach is qreater. 

The gorgeous aerial landsapes of red a i d  golrlen-c.olored clouds which fire the 
western sliy at sunset are ohserved to be the acconil)animent of cumulus clouds (the 
cloud of the day during fine weather) while in the act of’ dissolving as they sink 
slowly down into the lower and warmer part6 of the atmosphere ; t.onsequently they 
disappear from the sky shortly after sunset. Such sunseb are therefore universally 
regarded as prognostics of fine weather. 

A green or yellowish green-tinted sky is one of the surest prognostim of rain in 
summer and snow in minter. An attentive consideration of the changing tints of 
the evening sky after stormy weather supplies valuable help in forecasting the 
weather; for if the yellow t in t  hecomes of a sickly green, more rain and stormy 
weather may be expected ; but if it deepen into orange and red, the atmosphere is 
getting drier and fine weather may be looked forward to. I n  the morning, when the 
sky is red and lowering, it is regarded ar a prognostic of unsettled weather. 

There are three important causeb whic11 contribute to the production of wixd : 
I. Unequal atmospheric pressure. 
11. Unequal specific gravity of the air ; and 
111. The rotation of the earth. 
TTnequaI pressure tends to producv motion in the atmosphere. I f  the weight 

of onc column exweds that of the other, the air must flow from the heavier to the 
lighter cvlumn. The wind must therefore blow.front places where the barometer is 
highest, toacrrd places where it is most depressed. Unequal specific gravity of the 
air may result from nnequal fmpmrture or from unequal humidity. 

Colnmn (15)-‘‘PROPORTIOY OF CLEAR SKY I N  TEPU’THS.” 

For this column the scale 0 to 10 is used : when the character 0 appears in the 
column, it means that the sky was entirely filled with clouds during the two hours ; 
on the other haiid, wlicn the number 10 is found, it means that the sky was entirely 
clear. Between these extremes the figures represent various degrees of clearness ; for 
instant%, 5 denotes a sky one-half clear ; 7, a sky seven-tenths clear, and so on. 

Column (16)-“ STATE OF THE SEA.” 

The following letters-each denoting a different state of the sea-are to be used 
I n  addition, a particular account of the sea in this column tu circumstances require. 

should he given in the Remarks of each day: 

B.-Broken or  irregular sea. 
C.-Chopping, short, or crow sea. 
G.-Ground swell. 

L.-Long rolling sea. 
M.-Noderate sea or swell. 

*S.-Smooth eea. 
T.-Tide rips. 

H.--I-fea~y sea. 

R.--ltough S ~ B .  
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Column (I?)--“RECORD OF THE SAIL THE VESSEL IS UNDER.” 

I n  this column, state at  the top whether under sail or steam, or both ; if under 
When a change is made, such as setting, reefing, or taking it in, 

Otherwise, clo not envnmber this column 
sail, its amount. 
enter it opposite the h o w  of its occiirrenw. 
wit11 more entries. 

VAKrIATION OF THE COMPASS. 

The “compass error” is the number of degrees that the nortli p i n t  of the needle 
is drawn toward the east or west side of the true north. This “compass error” is 
niadc up of two cu~mponents: Ist, the Tariation, and 2 4  the Deviation. The 
Variation is mused by the magnetic force of the earth, and (in thc same locality) 
is the .sane on all courses ; the Deviation is caused by the magnetic influence of the 
iron on board the ship itself, and differs on every coume. 

When an azimuth or amplitude is taken at sea, the error of tlie compass found 
thereby is made up of these two components. State whether it is easterly or west- 
erly, and give the time when it ivfls taken. 

CCRRENTS. 
The following extract on this subject is made from the “Instructions ” for keep- 

ing the logbooks of U. S. vessels-of-mar. It would conduce to uniformity in both 
the Savy and merchant marine if the latter would be equally guided by it: 

/ t  is 
information regarding the permanent currents of the ocean that is sought, and in 
order to discriminate between the permanent and the temporary, the following probable 
~mises of currents in general may be briefly glanced at  : 

(‘ 1. Temperature. Of‘ two contiguous bodies of water-one hot, the other cold- 
tlie latter, being specifically the heavier, will displace the former, and hence a perma- 
nent current is established. 

( ( 2 .  Evaporation. Since no salts are taken up in the vapor, a body of‘ salt water 
from which peat evaporation takes place will be specifically heavier than an adjoin- 
ing one that gives off less vapor, and sn ii voutinuous flow from the dense to the light 
fluid mill be maintained. 

((3. Winds. I n  a gale, the waves roll one after another in huge volumes toward 
the point to which the wind blows : the friction of the wind upon the water prdut*es 
il temporary surface set to leeward. I n  the zone of trade-winds this set is no doubt 
constantly to the westward. 

“ I n  the region of monsoons the set should be wifh the monsoon-changiug when 
that changes. 

((4. Difference of barometric pressure. I n  gales of wind it is conirnon for the 
barometer to fall from, say, 30.20 to 29.70-half an inch in less than a cla.y, and while 
the ship is passing over tc coinparatively sniall extent of ocean. 

(‘Take a very extreme case, merely for illustration: Suppose two contiguous 
square miles of ocean, tlic barometer standing 30.20 over onc of them and 29.70 
over the other. This difference of half an inch in the barometer is equal to a differ- 
ence of about one-quarter of a pound pressure per .square inch of surface, or 36 
pounds per square foot. 

(‘Taking 6,086 feet as the side of a square mile, i t  will contain 37,039,396 square 
feet: each square foot sustains a dif?erencc of pressure of 36 pounds, so that there 
are, in all, 1,333,418,256 pounds more pressure on the square mile over which the 
barometer stands 30.20 than on the one over which it stands 29.70. It is evident 
that, in order to attain an equality of level, a very decided set must take place from 
the former square mile toward the latter. 

“Xow, instead of‘ confining the c88e to the impossible small area of two square 
mileu, let us mppose a gradual fall Of barometer from one part of the ocean to the 

“Currents are probably the most difficult item of all to give correctly. 
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other-uch a fall, in fact, over such an area, as comes often within the experience of 
every naral officer, and it seems reasonable that waves of the Ocean, like those of the 
air, only smaller and more sluggish, are consequent upon every change of the barom- 
eter. 

“The usual practice among Navigators is to ascribe to current the whole difler- 
ence between the position by observation and that by amunt .  But nothing can bc 
more erroneous. Consider the errors in observing and calculating to which the posi- 
tion by observation is liable; consider, also, the gross errors which affect tlic p i t i o n  
by account-the frequent incorrectness of the log-lines and sand-glasses; the inaccu- 
racy of steering; the number of deck officers that judge of the speed, the coume, and 
the leeway-and would it not be most strange if the p i t i o n  by the two methods did 
coincide‘.’ I n  addition to these reasons,if a ship be close-hauled by the wind, it is 
evident that the liability to inaccuracy in her reckoning is very much greater than 
when steering a course with the wind fi-ee. 

“The Sarigator should always inmre the absolute aceuracy of the log-lines and 
sand-glasses bforc leaving port-the length o f  a knot should be rigorously the propor- 
tional part o f  a mile that the sand-glass is o f  an hou-the watch officers should agree 
upon a uniform methocl of heaving the log and estimating the speed, and great care 
he taken in the steering. 

“Even with these precautions, it must be remembered that there is still some 
inaccuracy in both the position by observation and that by account; and, besides, 
that one of the causes heretofore enumerated as producing temporary currents may 
be at play; so, when a difference of even 5’ in the latitude, in the longitudes, or in  
Iwth, occurs, it may l ~ !  safe to attribute it to accidental causes. 

“TIThen the difference exceeds 5’, and is quite regular in both direction and 
amount, especially if this evidence of a current be corroborated by a change in the 
temperature or density of the water, then, and only affer carefully weighing all the 
circumstances, should the Navigator enter in the log that there is a current. Its 
velocity is to be given in knots and tenths of a knot per hour, and its set to points 
or degrees, as the Navigator may find most convenient.’’ 

These, however, are all temporary currents. 

“PARTICULARS OF THE WEATHER DURING THE DAY.” 
Under this hading the following points are to be specially noticed : , 

I. TVr;sl.as.--’l‘race their variation throughout the day, whether steady in both force 
and direction, and for what number of hours they mere so; whether veer- 
ing and hauling often ; or frequently changing in force; or flying all ronnd 
the compass; or good reliable sailing wind; or unsteady unreliable winds; 
or squally; or fitful; and, finally, the changes of temperature and weather 
that accompany decided shifts of wind from one quarter of the compass to 

’ 

the other. i 

IJ. WEATHER.-S~& whether clear; fine; dry; gloomy; boisterous; misty; fogw; 
heavy rain; drizzle; thunder; lightning; squally; and in case of latter, 
whether heavy, moderate, or light, and a1.w whether of wind, of rain, or 
b t h .  

111. SmRMS.-In a cyclone, hurricane, or gale, give the successive shifts of wind, the 
order in which these shifts occurred, the force and duration from each point, 
and the readinp of the barometer, dry and wet bulbs. Also the latitude 
and longitude in which the storm began and ended. The phenomena of 
these storms as well as the readings of the barometer and thermometers 
should be very closely observed and recorded in the Journal. 

ITT.  Sm. -S ta t e  exceptional appearances, such as tide-rips ; discolored water; .w- 
weed; icebergs; and the latitude and longitude in mhicli such oceurred. 

T’. CrTRREsm.-Give the velocity in knots and tenths of a knot per hour. By thc 
6.6 7’ is to be understood the p i n t  of the compass TOWARD wmcrr the 
current is running. The temperature of the current, especially as con- 
trasted with the water on either side of it, should be accurately given. 

1’1. Give the latitude and longitude of entering and leaving a constant wind, such 
as the trades, monsoons, &.; also the distance from shore the land and sea 
breezes are felt, their strength i d  tinie of setting in. 
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